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the American physical Society strives to:

Be the leading voice for physics and an authoritative source of physics  
information for the advancement of physics and the benefit of humanity;

Collaborate with national scientific societies for the advancement of science,  
science education, and the science community;

Cooperate with international physics societies to promote physics,  
to support physicists worldwide, and to foster international collaboration;

Have an active, engaged, and diverse membership,  
and support the  activities of its units and members.
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c ov e r  p h o t o :   The expected event rate for finding axions from the sun converting into photons in a germanium detector, vs. time (horizontal axis, 0-1 day) and energy (vertical axis, 2-8 keV). 
Calculated by the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) collaboration (Z. Ahmed et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 141802 (2009)).  pa g e  2 :  A crown formed by the splash of a 2-mm drop of red 
dye hitting a thin layer of milk (Wim van Hoeve, Univ. of Twente). pa g e  3 :  Electron micrograph of a “rose” less than a millimeter across, built with polymers, using nanoscale construction 

techniques (Sungwon Ma, Georgia Inst. of Tech.). pa g e  4 :  Axial electric field strength computed for a particle accelerator cavity that is a 2-dimensional photonic crystal. Black circles indicate 
the positions of dielectric rods (G. R. Werner et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 12 071301 (2009)). pa g e  5 :  Far-field intensity of an Airy beam in water, as a function of wavelength (horizontal 

axis) and angular position (vertical axis) (P. Polynkin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 123902 (2009)). pa g e  6 :The house-sized STAR detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider tracks thousands 
of particles produced by each ion collision (Brookhaven National Lab). pa g e  7 :  Simulation of a laser driven plasma wave (blue/green = electron rich, red/orange = ion rich) that moves right-
ward at the speed of light and emits an electromagnetic shock (D. F. Gordon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 045004 (2008)). pa g e  8 :  Simulation of the response of a system of five coupled waveguides 
to light injected into the central one, with possible applications in quantum computing (A. Rai et al., Phys. Rev. A 78, 042304 (2008)). pa g e  9 :  Image of the 2-light-year-wide Butterfly Nebula 

(NGC 6302)—an unusually-shaped planetary nebula—taken by the Wide Field Camera 3 aboard the Hubble Space Telescope in July 2009 (NASA, ESA, and the Hubble SM4 ERO Team).  
pa g e  10:Number of electrons emitted by copper-based superconductors when exposed to ultraviolet light (A. Millis, Columbia Univ., M. Norman, Argonne National Lab).
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to address the nationwide economic crisis, the ArrA “stimulus” bill was passed, including 
significant levels of funding for science. the APs Washington office, together with other 
organizations, was instrumental in making this happen, thus avoiding many layoffs in the Doe 
national laboratories and increasing science funding at a number of universities. the Fy2010 budget 
for much of science was increased, in accordance with obama’s pledge to double the nsF and Doe 
office of science budgets.

climate change became a big issue for APs when at the may council meeting a members’ 
petition was brought forward to replace the 2007 APs statement on climate change with a different 
statement. As a result, i appointed a blue ribbon panel chaired by Daniel Kleppner to advise the APs 
presidential line and council on this issue. At the november council meeting the motion to adopt 
the substitute statement was overwhelmingly defeated, but in accord with the Kleppner committee 
recommendation, the APs Panel on Public Affairs was charged with reviewing the 2007 statement for 
“clarity and tone.”

Although the APs financial reserves were affected by the stock market plunge, APs managed to 
avoid layoffs due to prudent spending practices. APs journals continue to publish outstanding physics 
research extremely cost-effectively, and despite the global financial downturn, subscriptions did not 
decrease. the online journal Physics celebrated its very successful first year in september, 2009.

throughout the year i have had the opportunity to promote a number of issues which i think are 
important for physics and for APs, and some of these are described in more detail elsewhere in this 
report: developing a program to increase the number of underrepresented minority PhDs in physics; 
exploring how APs can better serve and engage its international members, drafting an initial policy 
on open Access, and working with the executive Board and APs staff to set down some Guiding 
Principles reinforcing the mutual support and interdependence of the publishing, membership and 
business sides of the society.

At the end of July, after 15 years of outstanding service to APs, Judy Franz retired as executive 
officer. i was very pleased to announce the appointment of the new executive officer, Kate Kirby, an 
atomic and molecular physicist, formerly at harvard-smithsonian center for Astrophysics. 

APs continues to be a strong and dynamic force for physics and the physics community, powered 
by outstanding volunteers and staff, working together.

cherry murray
APs 2009 President

the year of my american physical society presidency, 2009, was an exciting year for 

APs, the country and the world. Barack obama took office as u.s. President in January with an education and 

science agenda and quickly appointed physicists to cabinet-level posts. 

F r o m  t h e  P r e s i D e n t
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realizing that Physical Review Letters 
had gradually departed from its original 
mission, editors and leadership of APs 
decided in 2009 to reinvigorate and reas-
sert the standards of the journal. Authors 
are now asked to submit only those papers 
that clearly meet the criteria of importance 
and breadth of interest, and referees must 
affirm that a letter meets these standards. 
Along with greater selectivity, the reinvigo-
ration of standards will increase efficiency, 
result in speedier decisions, and clearly 
identify Prl as the venue for accounts of 
the most crucial physics research.

Physics, the free online publication that 
highlights articles from the APs journals, 
celebrated its first birthday in september 
and by the end of 2009 had attracted over 
22,000 subscribers to rss feeds or email 
alerts. new material is added to Physics 
weekly, in the form of “Viewpoints,” which 
place a single important paper in context, 
and “synopses,” which are staff-written dis-
tillations of particularly significant papers. 
“trends,” in which an expert examines 
current research in a hot field, are added 
monthly. We are exploring several options 
for expanding upon the success of Physics.

Following long and careful consider-
ation, leadership and staff of APs decided to 
begin hosting all of the APs journal content 
on a single platform run by the APs edito-
rial office. Preparations were made in the 
second half of 2009 so that the switchover 

the leadership of the society has set forth these guiding 
principles for our publications: the journals are committed to serve the 

global scientific community; to base editorial decisions solely on scientific merit; and 

to support the principles of open Access to the greatest extent possible consistent with 

the maintenance of high quality refereeing, editing, and financial stability of the APs.

could take place at year’s end. one compo-
nent of the project was the introduction of 
individual journal accounts, which will give 
readers, authors, referees, and members a 
more personalized, unified view of all APs 
journal services. Additionally, the editorial 
office and APs membership Department 
are working together to allow members to 
access membership services through these 
new accounts. the new platform will allow 
faster introduction of new features across 
all APs journal web sites.

A related measure taken prior to the 
switchover was the establishment of a 
relationship with the copyright clearance 
center and their rightslink system. this is a 
web-based system for authors and other us-
ers of the journals to facilitate the ordering 
of and payment for color figures, reprints, 
Free to read, and other special services that 
may be offered over time.

this year APs entered into an agree-
ment with harvard university that 
eliminates the obligation on the part of the 
university’s authors to acquire waivers of 
harvard’s prior license when they submit 
to the APs journals. A similar agreement 
was signed with mit in December. other 
institutions and their authors may find these 
agreements to be useful models in their 
interactions with APs and other scholarly 
publishers. Adjustments to copyright poli-
cies in order to accommodate the changing 
needs of authors and their institutions are 

also being considered, such as a fee-based 
creative commons license. 

in 2009, reviews of Physical Review C 
and of Reviews of Modern Physics were con-
ducted by volunteer committees charged by 
the APs editor in chief. these committees 
look at how well a given journal is serving 
its community, the quality of refereeing, 
and whether staffing levels are appropriate, 
and they are often asked to make a recom-
mendation regarding the reappointment of 
the journal editor. 

As submissions to the journals con-
tinue to increase in number and editors 
become more involved in outreach and 
highlighting activities, office space is once 
again at a premium and meeting space is in 
particularly high demand. With enhanced 
electronic efficiencies, the various depart-
ments that support the peer review process 
have managed the increased volume without 
an increase in personnel, but editorial 
staff must grow to handle the additional 
submissions. A volunteer task force and staff 
group examined options for obtaining more 
space, and the most cost effective choice 
turned out to be a second floor addition to 
the editorial office. During 2009, the Vice 
President, treasurer and editor in chief 
worked with a planning firm and architects 
to look at costs and advantages that can be 
gained in a building expansion. the formal 
proposal will be submitted to council for a 
vote in April of 2010.

r e s e A r c h  P u B l i c A t i o n s
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the march meeting program included 
more than 6,900 papers, presented in 
invited, contributed, and poster sessions. 
over 3,000 students and 1,565 internation-
al members attended. All of these numbers 
have increased considerably in recent years. 
more than 800 new APs members were 
gained during the march meeting registra-
tion process. 

several pre-meeting programs were 
held at the march meeting including a 
Division of Polymer Physics short course, 
tutorials and three workshops; one on op-
portunities in biology for physicists, one on 
professional skills development for women 
physicists, and one on opportunities in 
energy research. several special sessions 
were held during the meeting, including 
evening sessions entitled, energy and the 
environment, Funding opportunities at 
nsF, Funding opportunities at Doe, and 
Windows on our universe: Breakthroughs 
in observational cosmology. 

the April meeting was joined by the 
sherwood Fusion theory conference. the 
theme of the meeting was “new eyes on 

s c i e n t i F i c  m e e t i n G s

the annual march and april meetings in 2009 were again 

very successful. the march meeting, held in Pittsburgh, was one of the  

largest in our history, with more than 7,500 registered attendees.  

the April meeting, held in Denver, attracted more than 1,200 atendees.

the universe: 400 years of telescopes.”  
the April program consisted of approxi-
mately 200 invited talks and 700 contrib-
uted talks. 

the plenary talks, added to the 
program several years ago, continue to be 
very well attended. in addition, two special 
sessions were held including a town hall 
meeting on Doe/nAsA Joint Dark energy 
mission (JDem), a keynote talk on the 
Quest for Giant telescopes: Four centu-
ries of challenge and scientific Discovery, 
as well as a town hall meeting on the 
Astronomy & Astrophysics Decadal survey, 
and a public lecture entitled Death From 
the skies by Dr. Philip Plait. more than 70 
new members were gained during the April 
meeting registration process.

throughout 2009 there were many 
other scientific meetings sponsored by APs 
units, including meetings of the Divisions of 
nuclear Physics (DnP), Atomic, molecu-
lar and optical Physics (DAmoP), Fluid 
Dynamics (DFD), Plasma Physics (DPP), as 
well as several meetings sponsored by topi-
cal groups and sections.
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the APs Public Affairs office, working 
closely with several notable scientists and 
policy makers, generated a detailed $10 
billion plan for u.s. physical sciences, math 
and engineering that emphasized science 
infrastructure and instrumentation. in late 
January, obama Administration officials 
and the leadership of the house of repre-
sentatives embraced the APs proposal, and 
several weeks afterward, a house-senate 
conference committee adopted the major 
features of the plan.

During the month that followed, APs 
worked with the task Force on American 
innovation (tFAi) and other advocacy 
groups to help secure record-setting in-
creases for science research and education 
in the Fy 2009 appropriations bills, which 
had been delayed by partisan wrangling 
over bottom-line spending prior to the no-
vember election. throughout the calendar 
year, APs supported tFAi, the Association 
of American universities, the Association of 
Public and land-Grant universities and a 
number of agency-specific advocacy coali-
tions in successfully pressing the case for 
strong science funding in the Fy 2010 ap-
propriations bills that were enacted into law 
before congress adjourned in December.

P u B l i c  A F F A i r s

APs saw another success when the 
White house and congress adopted many 
key recommendations of the society’s 
signature 2008 report, Energy Future: Think 
Efficiency. the recovery Act and the Fy 
2010 energy and Water appropriations bill 
included major funding for battery research 
and integrated building design. And as the 
report had suggested, administration offi-
cials agreed that a stronger commitment to 
social science research in the energy arena 
was needed.

u.s. secretary of energy steven chu 
provided additional focus on energy ef-
ficiency during his confirmation hearing, in 
which he dwelt at length on the importance 
of energy security and carbon reductions. 
APs helped to encourage media attention to 
chu, an APs Fellow and the first nobelist 
to serve as a cabinet officer. APs also suc-
cessfully engaged the media in its coverage 
of the science portion of the recovery Act, 
with The New York Times, Science, Nature and 
The Hill among many publications publish-
ing stories about how recovery Act funding 
not only would help American science, but 
would also provide jobs for middle-class 
blue-collar workers. in June, when the 
task Force on American innovation named 

the year 2009 marked the 15th anniversary of aps’s entrance 
into the advocacy arena, and it probably ranked as the society’s most 

successful one. immediately after the november 2008 election, advisors 

to the obama transition team requested APs’s help in formulating science 

recommendations for the American recovery and reinvestment Act.

house speaker nancy Pelosi “legislator 
of the year” for her advocacy on behalf of 
science, APs helped garner significant press 
coverage for the event.

earlier in the year, on a very different 
media note, APs successfully contended 
with unfavorable publicity it received in a 
story on cBs’s “60 minutes.” the April 19 
segment had given the false impression that 
APs endorsed the concept of “cold fusion.” 
in response to pressure from APs, cBs re-
tracted that portion of the story and issued a 
written statement of apology on its web site.

through the Panel on Public Affairs, 
APs also initiated four technical studies to 
tackle issues that are high on the agenda of 
policymakers. the PoPA study groups are 
addressing (1) steps to support nuclear ar-
senal downsizing, (2) ways to increasing the 
load of renewable energy on the electrical 
grid, (3) the availability of critical elements 
in new energy technologies and (4) the 
direct capture of carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere. the study groups expect to 
release their reports throughout 2010.

in order to engage the APs membership 
on issues involving science and public policy, 
the APs Washington office initiated the 
blog, “Physics Frontline” in october, 2009.
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the Phystec project has two main 
efforts: Phystec institutions and the 
national Physics teacher education coali-
tion (Ptec). Phystec institutions (see 
PhysTEC.org for more information) are se-
lected colleges and universities that receive 
substantial support to develop their physics 
teacher preparation programs into national 
models, by employing local master teach-
ers, increasing teacher recruiting efforts, 
developing early teaching experiences, 
improving content and pedagogy courses, 
and fostering collaboration among physics 
departments, education schools, and local 
school districts. 

the project currently supports four 
sites: cornell university, Florida interna-
tional university, the university of minne-
sota, and the university of north carolina 
at chapel hill. eight previously supported 
sites have sustained significant project activi-
ties beyond the end of their funding periods. 
in addition, the project recently solicited 

e D u c A t i o n

a new round of proposals, and plans to 
support six additional institutions starting 
in 2010, and add six more in each of the 
following two or more years. A related proj-
ect, the nsF-funded Phystec noyce schol-
arship program provided nine scholarships 
of $15K each to future physics teachers at 
Phystec institutions and will provide about 
40 more over the next three years.

Ptec (PTEC.org) has grown to include 
over 175 institutions committed to improv-
ing physics teacher education. the 2009 
Ptec conference was held in Pittsburgh in 
conjunction with the APs march meeting, 
and attracted over 100 participants commit-
ted to improving their physics teacher educa-
tion programs. Workshops and panel discus-
sions focused on topics such as developing 
teacher pedagogical content knowledge, fa-
cilitating institutional change, and generating 
funding for teacher preparation efforts. the 
project also held a one-day pre-conference 
workshop for members of the Association for 

in 2009, aps received a $6.5 million award from the national 

science Foundation (nsF) to support Phystec, our flagship education program 

since 2001. this award, the largest APs has ever received, funds a collaborative effort 

between APs and the American Association of Physics teachers, to improve and 

promote the education of future physics and physical science teachers. 

Public and land-grant universities’ science 
and math teacher imperative.

Phystec also sponsors a joint APs-
AAPt-American institute of Physics (AiP) 
task Force on teacher education in Physics 
that collected data on physics teacher prep-
aration nationally and conducted site visits 
to a dozen exemplary programs. its report 
will come out in early 2010 and will be sent 
to every physics department in the country. 
Project leaders at each society also collabo-
rated on a feature article that appeared in 
the February 2009 edition of Physics Today.

Working with AAPt and the American 
Astronomical society, APs continued to offer 
new Faculty Workshops that help faculty 
members early in their teaching careers 
learn about their role as educators and man-
age their numerous responsibilities. Beyond 
education and time-management skills, the 
workshops also provide information about 
grant applications and funding opportunities.
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We partnered with physics societies 
of other nations in support of a number 
of workshops and conferences. With the 
canadian Association of Physicists (cAP) 
and the sociedad mexicana de Fisica (smF), 
APs co-sponsored the 2009 canada-
America-mexico Physics Graduate student 
conference (cAm2009). leaders of the 
APs Forum on Graduate student Affairs 
worked with their international counter-
parts to provide a unique conference for 
physics graduate students, organized by the 
students themselves, with mentorship from 
senior staff of the professional societies. the 
cAm2009 conference, held in Acapulco, 
mexico, broadened students’ view of 
physics beyond their own classrooms and 
laboratories, promoted cooperation among 
international counterparts, and fostered an 
appreciation of the different experiences 
of physics students from north American 
countries. By promoting international 
scientific exchanges and networking among 
young physics researchers, cAm2009 will 
have a long-term impact on graduate stu-
dent attendees.

APs also partnered with the uK insti-
tute of Physics (ioP) and the south African 
institute of Physics (sAiP) in organizing a 
workshop held in cape town, “entrepre-
neurship for Physicists and engineers from 
Developing countries.” the workshop 
introduced African scientists and engineers 
to the process of innovation, generation 

and protection of intellectual property, 
technology transfer and commercialization, 
topics which are not discussed in many of 
the universities and scientific organizations 
in developing countries. 

APs also expanded its ongoing pro-
grams to support colleagues throughout the 
developing world. our units increased their 
participation in the international travel 
Grant Award Program (itGAP), which 
enables collaborative research between APs 
members and developing country physicists. 
A new “start-up” initiative, the “training-
travel Program for Developing country 
Physicists” provided grants of up to $2K 
each to cover travel expenses for young 
physicists from developing countries, in-
cluding graduate students and postdocs, to 
participate in training workshops/schools 
in the united states. the society is seek-
ing external funds to sustain the program 
long-term. 

APs continues to partner with the 
indo-us science and technology Forum 
(iusstF) toward exchanges of graduate 
students and professors between the united 
states and india. this ongoing program 
funds physicists’ visits overseas to teach 
short courses or provide a “physics lecture 
series” at u.s. and indian universities. the 
student visitation program not only enables 
u.s. students to conduct research in india’s 
laboratories, but provides first-hand experi-
ence with indian science and culture, and 

throughout 2009, aps served physicists internationally 

through a variety of services and programs including graduate student exchanges, 

economic development workshops and international travel awards. 

fosters opportunities for developing long-
term collaborations. 

this year we brought international 
physicists to speak at APs meetings through  
the Beller and marshak lectureship Awards, 
which support distinguished physicists from 
both developed and developing countries, 
respectively. the marshak Awardee came 
from egypt, and the Beller Awards were 
presented to physicists from israel, the 
united Kingdom and France.

APs also supported the sesAme proj-
ect—the synchrotron light source in Am-
man, Jordan that brings together physicists 
from Arab countries and israel for inter-
national scientific collaboration. in light 
of President obama’s focus this past year 
on “science for diplomacy” in the middle 
east, APs met with us government leaders 
to strengthen us support for sesAme. 
the German Physical society joined APs’s 
sesAme travel Award Program, expanding 
the partnership with the uK institute of 
Physics and the european Physical society 
(ePs) to enable middle east physicists to 
attend sesAme “users meetings” and other 
training opportunities. 

As the past year saw ever-increasing 
visa delays, APs joined a group of 30 lead-
ing academic, science and engineering 
associations in signing a jointly developed 
statement and recommendations to improve 
visa processing for scientists.

i n t e r n A t i o n A l  A F F A i r s
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PhysicsQuest, a kit-based program for 
middle school students that reaches over 
13,000 classrooms each year, now includes 
a comic featuring the laser super hero, 
spectra, and her battles with the evil miss 
Alignment. the comic was so successful that 
this year we printed and distributed over 
5,000 books. the comic book and the Phys-
icsQuest program will be part of next year’s 
laserFest, the 50th anniversary of the laser.

APs is one of the founding partners of 
laserFest, in conjunction with the opti-
cal society, sPie, and ieee Photonics. 
We maintain the laserFest website (www.
laserfest.org), administer laserFest on 
the road mini-grants to outreach teams 
nationwide, and participate in meetings and 
conferences around the country.

our website Physicscentral now fea-
tures the popular PhysicsBuzz blog, which 
gets about 2,000 hits a week with certain 
articles getting upwards of 20,000 hits. 
Physicscentral is updated regularly with 
stories about current research, profiles 
of people in physics, physics pictures and 
at-home experiments. A redesign aimed at 

i n F o r m i n G  t h e  P u B l i c

improving the look and feel of the site is un-
derway and will be launched early in 2010.

in April 2009, six Flags America held a 
Physics Day for local area students and APs 
partnered with the society of Physics stu-
dents (sPs) and the American Association 
of Physics teachers to run physics programs 
throughout the day. We provided students 
with accelerometers and brought more than 
20 sPs members to the park to perform 
physics demos. We created an outreach 
guide to help APs members interested in 
starting or expanding their own outreach 
efforts. in the summer of 2009, APs part-
nered with the American chemical society 
and the American Geological institute to 
create two week-long workshops to teach 
the connections between the different sci-
ences. over 60 teachers participated. 

the APs media relations office fields 
inquiries and assists APs members and staff 
with informing the media. We alert journal-
ists to important physics news and policies. 
We disseminate physics news using email 
alerts, embargoed press releases distrib-
uted through distribution services such as 

this year we bolstered our outreach programs that make 
physics accessible and exciting to people of all ages. 

We updated PhysicsQuest, our program to bring fun physics topics to middle school 

classrooms, and Physicscentral, our innovative outreach website. through our media 

relations work, we increased coverage of physics research in the popular media.  

science journalists turn to us to keep informed about the latest physics research.

eurekalert, the APs Physics news ticker 
blog (a password-protected compilation 
of summaries of hundreds of APs journal 
papers), and press releases announcing APs 
news originating from sources other than 
the society’s journals (society statements, 
meeting news, etc.). 

the bulk of APs media relations activi-
ties involves traditional news outlets such as 
newspapers, magazines, radio programs and 
television. however, more and more of our 
activities focus on reaching out to informal 
media outlets such as blogs, online-only 
news services and web pages. this year, our 
media relations office worked with the 
American institute of Physics to produce 
articles for the AiP wire service inside sci-
ence news service (isns). the wire service 
helps fill the void in science reporting that 
is developing as more news outlets scale 
back their science journalism staffing. in 
combination with traditional media rela-
tions efforts, participation in isns allows 
APs to ensure that high quality physics cov-
erage continues to appear in a wide range of 
news outlets.
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thanks to private donations, APs con-
tinues its very successful minority scholar-
ship Program for undergraduate physics 
majors. students are mentored by the 
committee on minorities in Physics, APs 
staff, and faculty at their institutions. this 
year, a Facebook Group for past and present 
minority scholarship recipients was estab-
lished to disseminate pertinent information 
and to allow scholars to communicate with 
one another. 

our minority Bridge Program is 
gathering information to establish programs 
with doctoral-granting institutions that will 
enable capable undergraduates who might 
otherwise not enter or complete a graduate 
education to do so. the program steer-
ing committee, chaired by APs President 
cherry murray, worked to develop the 
infrastructure for this program, and has 
met with students, existing bridge program 
directors from across the country, and lead-
ers at research institutions. the program 
manager visited several minority-serving 
institutions to talk with students, faculty, 
and administrators, spreading the good 

D i V e r s i t y

news about this project and identifying 
participating institutions.

the committee on the status of Wom-
en in Physics (csWP) held two nsF-funded 
workshops for post-doctoral associates and 
women faculty in 2009 at the march and 
April meetings. A total of 57 women physi-
cists participated, working in small groups 
with professional facilitators to improve 
their communication and negotiation skills. 

Building on the success of a 2007 
workshop, “Gender equity: strengthen-
ing the Physics enterprise in universities 
and national laboratories,” csWP began 
offering a new type of site visit to physics 
departments: “conversations on Gender 
equity.” these visits spark discussions about 
issues that impact women (like childcare) 
and help departments formulate action 
plans for improving gender equity. APs 
also awarded three Blewett scholarships to 
women physicists in the early stages of their 
career. these unique scholarships enable 
women physicists who have had to interrupt 
their careers for family reasons to resume 
their physics research.

achieving racial and gender diversity in physics is a top 
priority. APs granted scholarships to 30 undergraduate physics students. 

We received a national science Foundation grant for our minority Bridge Program 

(aps.org/mbp) to increase the number of underrepresented minorities receiving 

physics PhDs. our committee on the status of Women in Physics continued to support 

women physicists through workshops and university site visits.
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most of the growth came in the 
student member category for the fourth 
straight year. student members continue to 
become more involved in society activities, 
adding a bright outlook for the stability of 
the APs membership. there also continues 
to be a significant international component 
with approximately 10,000 members, or 
21%, from outside the us.

APs units continued to thrive, with 
most increasing their memberships this 
past year.  initiated in 2009, a new unit, 
the topical Group on energy research and 
Applications (GerA), plans to focus on fos-
tering the education of the next generations 
of researchers and educators and facilitating 
networking of scientists and engineers ac-
tive in this area.

A membership survey sent to all 
graduate student members, approximately 
9,000, was completed this year. the intent 
of the survey was to evaluate students’ per-
ceptions of APs programs, what APs does 

m e m B e r s h i P

well for this membership group and what 
can be done better to transition students to 
the Junior member category and beyond.  
the committee on membership formed a 
task force, made up of Junior members, to 
help develop the survey, review the final 
report in 2010, and make any appropriate 
recommendations for changes or additional 
services to the committee.

the “Friends of APs” program, started 
in 2000, currently has 160 participants. 
“Friends” are APs members who have 
agreed to help facilitate communication 
with current and potential members at 
their own institutions.  throughout the 
year, information is sent to them regarding 
membership, programs, and benefits. this 
can be shared with colleagues and students. 
the “Friends” program is a useful tool in 
both retaining and attracting APs members.  
in 2010 APs will be expanding its “Friends” 
program internationally as well.

aps continued to grow, even as the us economy slowed, 

and even as other scientific societies have seen their membership numbers and  

meeting attendance decline. our official member count for 2009 is 47,947.  

it is up by over 700 from last year and is again a new record. 
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this year the march meeting saw the 
first presentation of the new Prize for 
industrial Applications of Physics, to Philip 
J. Wyatt of Wyatt technology corporation. 
the Prize will be awarded every other year. 

P r i z e s ,  A W A r D s ,  F e l l o W s h i P s

in 2009, for the first time the prize and 
award selection process was completely 
electronic, with nominations submitted 
online and stored in a database for review 
by the appropriate selection committees.

in 2009, aps bestowed 47 prizes and awards on a total of 63 

individuals, covering a broad range of physics research as well as contributions 

by physicists both to the physics community and to society. eighteen prizes were 

presented at the march meeting, 16 at the April meeting, and 13 at various divisional 

meetings throughout the year. 

APs elected 219 Fellows in 2009. elec-
tion to Fellowship represents recognition by 
one’s professional peers, and is highly competi-
tive. the number of Fellows is restricted to 
0.5% of APs’ membership in any given year.

our committee on careers and 
Professional Development improved the 
content and organization of the careers 
website (aps.org/careers), a major career 
resource for physicists. APs developed 
substantial content for a new Physics career 
resource website, aimed at undergradu-
ate students and is part of an nsF-funded 
joint-society digital library, comPADre 
(compadre.org). in our efforts to bring 
more students into the physics profession, 

c A r e e r s

APs contracted with a marketing profes-
sional to develop a replicable marketing 
campaign that can be used by universities 
or high schools. one component of this 
campaign is a poster developed with AAPt 
for classrooms that gives the “top 10” rea-
sons to study physics. in 2009 we launched 
a PowerPoint slide show, insight (aps.org/
careers/insight), aimed at helping institu-
tions recruit students to study physics. 
the slide show, updated bimonthly, is now 

we increased our career search support to physicists 
worldwide. twice as many new resumes were posted on our online career center 

(careers.aps.org) and we had a 24% increase in jobs posted.

regularly downloaded by a growing number 
of departments. 

APs continues to sponsor career fairs 
and workshops at our national meetings to 
help members improve their resume and 
job interview skills. the April 2009 meeting 
featured a panel of physicists from national 
labs, industry, and universities who shared 
their thoughts about applying for jobs in 
each sector, marketing one’s skills, and 
networking.
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the tables and charts in this section summarize the financial 
operations of the society as of December 31, 2009. the table headed 
Statement of Financial Position shows the final financial position of the 
society for 2008 and 2009. the table headed Statement of Activities 
shows the financial activities of the various components of the soci-
ety for the 2008 and 2009 fiscal years. the distribution of operating 
revenues and expenses across the components of the society is also 
displayed graphically in the accompanying figures. 

net assets at the end of fiscal year 2009 were $93.1m, com-
pared with $76.7m at the end of 2008. these net assets include 
$11.4m in restricted net assets, which are funds for prizes and 
awards and for the programs of the current capital campaign, 
and which increased slightly from $11.2m at the end of 2008.  

the unrestricted net assets include the society’s operating accounts 
(cash and cash equivalents), totaling $18.5m at the end of 2009, and 
its investments in equities and fixed-income issues. During 2009, 
these investments increased in market value by approximately 25%, 
from $77.0m on 12/31/2008 to $96.1m on 12/31/2009, reflect-
ing a partial recovery of the financial markets from the crisis in 2008. 

Business continuity Plans (BcPs) are in place for the college 
Park, Washington D.c., and ridge offices. the BcPs provide action 
plans in the event of a disruption of normal operations by natural 
or manmade events. the BcPs include contact names, checklists of 
orderly procedures, and plans for off-site operations if necessary. 
the BcPs are updated annually and a report on their status is made 
to the audit committee.
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during the fiscal year 2009, the total assets of the american physical society increased 

from $105.6m to $127.1m, while the society’s liabilities increased to $33.9m from $29.0m the previous year.



   2009 2008

Assets      

      

cash and cash equivalents ...................................................... $ 18,474,822  $ 16,968,068

investments, at fair value .......................................................  96,136,979   77,012,043

Accounts receivable:

 American institute of Physics ................................................  4,679,888   3,930,607

 other, net of allowance for doubtful accounts of

          $87,000 and $87,000 in 2009 and 2008, respectively ..............  1,184,388   777,945

Pledges receivable, net .........................................................  359,581   553,750

Prepaid expenses and other assets .............................................  628,182   836,762

equity interest in American center for Physics .............................  1,691,560   1,408,222

land, building and equipment, net ............................................  3,456,143   3,738,828

Beneficial interest in perpetual trust .........................................  460,361   404,391

  total assets ................................................................... $ 127,071,904  $ 105,630,616

      

liABilities AnD net Assets      

      

liabilities:

 Accounts payable .............................................................. $ 2,858,824  $ 2,851,852

 Deferred revenues:

  Publications ..................................................................  16,469,938    12,608,560

  membership dues ...........................................................  2,677,542   2,599,219

  other .........................................................................  308,391   58,563

 liability for post-retirement medical benefits.............................  11,610,602   10,857,806

  total liabilities ..............................................................  33,925,297   28,976,000

  

commitments and contingencies

net assets:

 unrestr icted ...................................................................  81,792,944   65,430,644

 temporar ily restr icted ........................................................  9,209,778   9,164,086

 Permanently restr icted .......................................................  2,143,885   2,059,886

  total net assets ..............................................................  93,146,607   76,654,616

  total liabilities and net assets ............................................. $ 127,071,904  $ 105,630,616
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 2009 2008
  
changes in unrestr icted net assets
 
revenues
 research publications ......................................................... $ 32,374,467  $ 35,694,609
 scientific meetings .............................................................. 4,548,060   3,527,503
 membership operations ......................................................... 3,353,002   3,321,681 
 Public affairs and programs ..................................................... 1,470,366   1,652,177 
 net assets released from restr ictions .......................................... 732,108   432,169          
     42,478,003   44,628,139
expenses
 Program services
  research publications ........................................................... 29,161,623   29,547,269 
  scientific meetings .............................................................. 4,570,039   3,413,679 
  membership operations ......................................................... 3,782,105   3,980,972 
  Public affairs and programs ..................................................... 4,790,796   5,300,039 
  Pr izes and related costs ......................................................... 732,108   432,169  
   total program services ..................................................... 43,036,671   42,674,128
   
 suppor ting services
  Fundraising ....................................................................... 456,220   465,670 
  General and administrative ..................................................... 1,572,618   1,679,581  
   total suppor ting services .................................................. 2,028,838   2,145,251  

total expenses ........................................................................ 45,065,509   44,819,379
   
income (loss) from operations ...................................................... (2,587,506)   (191,240) 
   
non-operating activities
 income from investments ....................................................... 1,586,850   2,803,703
 net unrealized (loss) gain on investments .................................... 17,322,114   (29,141,865)
 net realized loss on investments ............................................... (360,903)   (2,283,346)  
 equity interest in American center for Physics .............................. 283,338   554,158
 change in post-retirement medical benefits other than 
  net per iodic post-retirement medical benefit cost ...................... 118,407   (98,593)
     18,949,806   (28,165,943)   

change in unrestr icted net assets .................................................. 16,362,300   (28,357,183)

change in temporar ily restr icted net assets
 contr ibutions .................................................................... 139,763   708,988 
 income from investments ....................................................... 638,037   652,917 
 net assets released from restr ictions .......................................... (732,108)   (432,169)
 change in temporar ily restr icted net assets .................................. 45,692   929,736 
   
change in permanently restr icted net assets
 contr ibutions .................................................................... 28,029   7,926 
 Gain (loss) on beneficial interest in perpetual trust ........................ 55,970   (91,203) 
 change in permanently restr icted net assets ................................. 83,999   (83,277) 

change in net assets ................................................................ $  16,491,991   $ (27,510,724)
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in 2009, APs benefited from gifts that allowed for the successful completion of its 21st 
century campaign which focused on science education. contributions also went to the APs 
annual gift fund, supporting our educational, international and public affairs programs; to 
new and existing prizes and awards; to the Bequest society; to special unit funds; to spon-
sorships for the on-line journal Prst-AB; and to the new campaign in support of laserFest, 
a year-long celebration in 2010 of educational and outreach programs marking the 50th 
anniversary of the laser.

in the spring of 2009, the APs Board and council celebrated the completion of the 
21st century campaign which raised $4.3 m, significantly surpassing its goal of $3.5 m. 
the campaign’s funds support APs programs that improve science education, inspire teach-
ers and students, and attract greater numbers of women and under-represented minorities 
to the sciences. more specifics about these programs is available at www.aps.org/about/
support/index.cfm.

A new campaign was launched to obtain sponsors for the educational programs of 
laserFest which is being carried out jointly with three other founding partners: osA, ieee 
Photonics and sPie. this campaign has secured numerous gifts and will complete is efforts 
by mid-2010. Please see www.laserfest.org for more information.

Development provided fund raising support to the following APs prizes and awards in 
2009: maxwell Prize, Bouchet Award, ovshinsky travel Grant Fund, Plyler Prize, Polymer 
Prize (now endowed by Dow chemical starting in 2010) and the Davisson-Germer Prize. 
Activity on many of these will carry over into 2010.

Planned giving to the society was promoted in 2009 through an estate Planning 
session at the march meeting in Pittsburgh, PA. Additionally, the Development office dis-
tributes planned-giving brochures throughout the year to APs members letting them know 
of opportunities to include APs in their estate plans. the Bequest society continues to 
welcome new members, and interested individuals are encouraged to contact the Develop-
ment office to discuss options. A large bequest intent was received in conjunction with the 
completion of the 21st century campaign which will provide future funding of $1 million 
for the minority scholarship Program. 

Annual giving as part of membership renewals and a year end mailing continues to pro-
vide substantial support to key APs programs. Annual giving to the society is approximately 
$300,000. Development continues to host APs Fellow receptions in key cities and held two 
such receptions in 2009 in new york and Washington, Dc. 

We are grateful to all donors to the society and are pleased to provide special recog-
nition to those contributing a total of $100 or more in 2009 by listing their names in this 
Annual report.

aps is grateful for contributions from corporations, governmental 

agencies, national and international labs, foundations and individuals that make possible 

the numerous activities and programs of the society. 

CoRpoRAtionS

At&t
Alcatel-lucent Bell labs
Dow Chemical Company
elsevier: 

Journal of Computational Physics
Polymer
Solid State Communications

elsevier Science ltd
energy Conversion Devices
General Atomics
General electric Company
Ge Global Research
General Motors Corporation
Ge R&D Center
Gte
Herbert V. Friedman inc.
iBM Corporation
Keithley instruments, inc.
Konarka
lG Chemical ltd
lockheed Martin 
neC Corporation
pASCo Scientific
physics Academic Software
tech-X Corporation
Verizon
Vernier Software
WebAssign
Xerox Corporation

GoVeRnMentAl AGenCieS &  
otHeR oRGAnizAtionS

Bipartisan policy Center
Brookhaven Science Associates
Department of energy
ieee photonics
Massachusetts institute of technology 
national Science Foundation
open Society institute
Physics of Fluids, Aip
Stanford university
Southeastern universities Research 

Association
universities Research Association
university of iowa

FounDAtionS

Alfred p. Sloan Foundation
Applied Material Foundation
the Camille & Henry Dreyfus 

Foundation
David & lucile packard Foundation
energy Foundation
elsevier Foundation
Ge Foundation
Heineman Foundation
Kavli Foundation
John D. & Catherine t. MacArthur 

Foundation
lubrizol Foundation
Research Corporation
Richard lounsbery Foundation
uClA Foundation
university of iowa Foundation



nAtionAl & inteRnAtionAl 
lABoRAtoRieS

Argonne national laboratory
Brookhaven national laboratory
Cockcroft institute
CnRS-in2p3 
Cornell university-laboratory for 

elementary particle physics (lepp)
Deutsches elektronen-Synchrotron 

(DeSY)
european organization for nuclear 

Research (CeRn)
Fermi national Acceleratory 

laboratory
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung 

mbH (GSi)
inFn - laboratori nazionali del Sud
inFn - laboratori nazionali di Frascati
inFn - laboratori nazionali di legnaro
the John Adams institute for 

Accelerator Science
KeK, High energy Accelerator 

Research organization
lawrence Berkeley national 

laboratory
lawrence livermore national 

laboratory
los Alamos national laboratory
national Superconducting Cyclotron 

laboratory at Michigan (nSCl)
oak Ridge national laboratory
princeton plasma physics laboratory 

(pppl)
Stanford linear Accelerator Center 

(SlAC)
thomas Jefferson national Accelerator 

Facility 
tRiuMF

pRize, AWARD & otHeR enDoWMentS

Charlotte Anderson
John & elizabeth Armstrong
Jean Dickey Apker
esther Hoffman Beller
M. Hildred Blewett
Chope Family trust
Russell & Marian Donnelly
David lee
Beatrice lilienfeld
Ruth Marshak
Family & Friends of J.J. Sakurai 
Family and Friends of Mitsuyoshi 

tanaka
John Dawson Fund
George e. Valley, Jr.
ApS units, Family, Friends & 

Colleagues

individuals who 
contributed $50,000 
or more
Anonymous (2)
Gordon moore
stanford ovshinsky

individuals who 
contributed  
$5,000-$49,999
Anonymous (1)
martin Blume
William Brinkman
Kenton Brown
mildred Dresselhaus
robert c. Dynes
hans Frauenfelder
herbert Friedman
larry Gladney
Gerry lenfest
cherry murray
norman rostoker
Brian schwartz
Aleksandar svager
Virginia trimble

individuals who 
contributed  
$1,000-$4,999
Peter Adams
Alice Adler
christina Back
John Deneufville
Judy & Frank Franz
Kenneth Friedman
roderick Grant
robert Griffiths
Philip & Donna 

hammer
charles han
Beverly Karplus 

hartline
W. hassinger
elizabeth Karplus
Jacob Klein
Daniel Kleppner
neal lane
James langer
robert lourie
Patricia mooney
Frederick raab
robert reasenberg
norman rostoker
Joseph W. serene
robert shafer
laura smoliar
timothy trucano
Donat Wentzel
Philip Wyatt

individuals who 
contributed  
$500-$999
Anonymous (3)
James Bardeen
William Bardeen
elizabeth Beise
herbert Berk
J. Birman
Philip Bucksbaum

Benjamin chao
roger Dixon
r. Paul Drake
Val Fitch
marshall Fixman
carl Gagliardi
thomas Greytak
theodore hodapp
e. Jossem
William Keller
l. Kisslinger
miles Klein
chun lin
Gabrielle long
Akiyasu makishima
Joseph mantil
D. mcWhan
horst meyer
ernest moniz
Burton richter
rudy ruggles
James scofield
charles sommerfield
stephen tether
edwin l. thomas
mark Wiedenbeck
Bing zhou

individuals who 
contributed  
$250-$499
Anonymous
neal Abraham
stephen Adler
renate Albat
Konrad Aniol
Frank Avignone
Ali Belkacem
otto Bergmann
Amitava Bhattacharjee
Arnold Bodmer
eric Braaten
charles Brau
Alan Breakstone
spencer Buckner
theodore Burkhardt
David cassel
sudip chakravarty
edward chupp
Jack colwell
Kenneth crebbin
Donald curran
B. Durand
loyal Durand
Donald edwards
helen edwards
estia eichten
William evenson
r. Fedosejevs
leonard Feldman
Alexander Fetter
zachary Fisk
James Fry
Wendy Fuller-mora
mary Gaillard
hyatt Gibbs
Forrest Gilmore
George Ginther
e. Goldwasser
Bernard Gottschalk

christopher Gould
harvey Gould
r. Greene
h. Griem
Bertrand halperin
marianne hamm
robert hamm
luisa hansen
r. hart
Judith harte
Dieter hartmann
richard hazeltine 
Warren heckrotte
conyers herring
Jonathan hoffman
carlos hojvat
Joseph hook
timothy houck
evelyn hu
samson Jenekhe
michael Jones
malvin Kalos
tetsuo Kaneko
lewis Keller
t. Kinoshita
seiki Komiya
rikio Konno
Alan Krisch
siu-Au lee
Anthony leggett
D. r. lehman
roy leigh
thomas lemberger
Anthony leonard
harry letaw
marvin litvak
michael lubell
thomas marshall
Philip martzen
michael mauel
robert maurer
Frank mcDonald
James meyer
Frederick mills
toney minter
ichiro miyagawa
michael moldover
Bogdan nedelkoff
Philip nielsen
Wayne niemuth
David nygren
Jon opsal
Douglas osheroff
michael Peskin
harry Peters
stephen Pordes
edward redish
John rees
mindla rosen
carl rosenfeld
lawrence rubin
Juerg saladin
myriam sarachik
stephen schiff
roy schwitters
David seiler
Paul shepard
charles sinclair
Andris skuja
Farren smith

Keith solberg
raymond stefanski
Gerard stephenson
edward c. stone
James strait
r. strombotne
David strozzi
laurance suter
Doris teplitz
John robert thompson
D. thouless
Alvin tollestrup
Bruce Worster
n. Wyeth
Dave youngblood
Bruno zumino

individuals who 
contributed  
$100-$249
Anonymous (10)
Ali Abutaha
Frank Adams
lewis Agnew
Glenn Agnolet
richard Ahrenkiel
Daniel Akerib
lawrence Akers
carl Albright
Jonathan Allen
margaret Alston-

Garnjost
orlando Alvarez
James Ambrose
marco Ameduri
Ansel Anderson
Gordon Anderson
oscar Anderson
robert Anderson
roger Anderson
Weston Anderson
Brian Annis
John Antal
John Apruzese
michael Arenton
Joseph Argento
murray Arnow
samuel Aronson
Kichizo Asai
David Aston
Daniel Auerbach
richard Averitt
Wesley Ayres
Dionys Baeriswyl
Brian Bagley
coral Baglin
John e. Baglin
John Baker
samuel Baker
David Balamuth
Akif Balantekin
James Ball
Alexis Baratoff
troy Barbee
lynn Barker
marion Barker
Aaron Barnes
norman Barnett
David Bartlett
Donald Batchelor



laura Bautz
louis Beach
Bret Beck
Donald Beck
Kevin Bedell
J. Bednorz
James Beene
nicholas Begovich
roy Benedek
richard Benjamin
A. Beretvas
Beverly Berger
luc Berger
Abraham Berlad
henry Berry
lee Berry
r. Berry
theodore Biewer
George Bing
robert Birkmire
James Bjorken
Julio Blanco
martin Block
Arnold Bloom
louis Bloomfield
David Bodansky
Gregory Boebinger
henry Bohm
Peter Bond
xavier Bonnin
Frederick 

Borcherding
Paolo Bordone
randy Bos
theodore Bowen
Walton Boyer
John Bozek
hale Van Bradt
Alan Brailsford
helmut Brand
leAnn Brasure
martin Breidenbach
manuel Bretscher
David Brice
Frank Bridges
George Briggs
John Bronzan
ellen Brown
hugh Brown
robert Brown
robert J. Brown
John Browne
Betty Bruhns
howard Bryant
richard Bukrey
Bruce Bunker
Grant Bunker
eric Butcher
charles campbell
corrado cardarelli
lawrence cardman
thomas carlstrom
Allen carroll
Boyd cary
susan casabella
James castiglione
J. cathcart
carlton caves
Peter celliers
Pei chan
Jagdish chander

colston chandler
Premala chandra
chellis chasman
michael cherry
i-hung chiang
shirley chiang
chia-ling chien
leo m. chirovsky
Alan chodos
John clark
W. clark
Arthur clawson
James clendenin
A. clogston
thomas coan
c. cocke
c. coffin
morrel cohen
ronald cohen
lawrence coleman
mark coles
stirling colgate
lee collins
reuben collins
William collins
John connell
esther conwell
Benjamin cooper
Pierce corden
Donald correll
George coulter
ernest courant
robert cousins
James cox
Floriana craciun
David crandall
Bernd crasemann
michael creutz
louis creveling
roger crouch
Paul crowell
Peter cziffra
orin Dahl
timothy Darling
Anne Davenport
lee Davenport
cary Davids
James Davis
Jay Davis
l. Davis
marc Davis
richard Davis
William Davis
senarath De Alwis
Pablo Debenedetti
Paul Debevec
Daniel Decker
James Degnan
Walt Deheer
marie-Agnes 

Deleplanque-
stephens

John Delos
marten Den Boer
Jacques Denavit
Jacques Destry
murray Deutsch
richard Dexter
David Deyoung
Paul Dickson
Duane Dicus

robert Diebold
Dirck Dimock
michael Dine
h. Dixon
lance Dixon
J. Doane
Jack Dodd
heinz-Dietrich 

Doebner
John Domingo
Janis Dote
Alex Dragt
lawrence Dries
Adam Drobot
charles Dunn
John eades
Philippe eberhard
thomas eck
robert ecke
stanley ecklund
lewis edelheit
David ederer
Ariel edery
Alan edwards
Vernon ehlers
theodore einstein
elmer eisner
robert elgin
mark ellenberger
celia elliott
stephen ellis
latifa elouadrhiri
richard elrick
John t. ely
Guy emery
Vadim emtsev
ronald enstrom
Kenneth epstein
Dennis erickson
Glen erickson
Kazuyuki etoh
robert euwema
Viktor evtuhov
edward eyler
sandra Faber
henry Fairbank
Joel Fajans
l. Farrow
James Faulkner
David Fenner
stephen Ferguson
thomas Ferguson
John Ferron
robert Field
edward Finn
Alexander Firestone
David Fischbach
charlotte Fischer
William Fogle
Guy Fogleman
Jerry Forbes
e. Fortson
W. Fowler
William Fowler
eduardo Fradkin
ricardo Francke
William Frazer
robert Friauf
Joshua Frieman
Klaus Fritsch
lothar Fritsche

martin Fritts
mary Fuka
Jose Fulco
s. Fung
robert Furber
richard Furnstahl
John Gaiser
John Galayda
edward Gardner
richard Garner
timothy Gay
clayton Gearhart
Daniel Gee
Donald Geesaman
Peter Gehring
Walter Gekelman
eugene Gellert
howard Georgi
Bernd Gerlach
Bruce Gibbard
lawrence Gibbons
George Gidal
sarah Gilbert
stephen Gill
P. Gillette
ronald Gilman
Joseph Giordmaine
Jonathan Gittleman
charles Glashausser
sharon Glendinning
henry Glyde
Brendan Godfrey
robert Godwin
howard Goldberg
michael Golde
Allen Goldman
raymond Goldstein
Jeffrey Goldstone
Jerry Gollub
norberto Goncalves
Bernard Goodman
Alfred Goshaw
harvey Gould
tsahi Gozani
henry Greenside
Gary Grest
D. Grether
D. Grischkowsky
Donald Groom
robert Gross
Dina Gutkowicz-

Krusin
rudolf hackl
Willy haeberli
mark hagen
richard haglund
sharon hagopian
Vasken hagopian
robert haight
Frederick D. haldane
John hall
maclin hall
robert hall
Gerald harp
Frederick harris
richard harris
michael harrison
h. hart
terry harter
mazhar hasan
masayuki hasegawa

ryusuke hasegawa
edward haugland
Jack haugsnes
m. hauser
Andrew hazi
Arthur hebard
l. hebel
Ann heinson
leon heller
Arthur 

hemmendinger
Philip hemmig
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